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WELCOME
The 2017 season was another fantastic year for Lotus Cup Europe,
and one of our busiest yet.
The 16-round calendar included visits to seven circuits in the UK,
France, Belgium and Germany, supporting a variety of events and
showcasing close racing in front of impressive crowds. The Lotus
Cup Europe paddock continues to be one of the best in the World,
with drivers, teams and volunteers all helping to make sure every
weekend is a memorable one. For those who missed out, all of the
races were broadcast on Motors TV, and followers of our Facebook
pages can still catch up with highlight clips providing a taste of the
action on track.

TIMETABLE

History was made in 2017, and following a dramatic final weekend of the season, Belgium’s
John Rasse became the first driver to lift the Lotus Cup Europe title for a second time. John
finished all but one of the races, and his overall championship success was also the first to
come from the V6 Cup class, adding to his 2015 crown that was earnt from the Production
ranks.
It was a closely-run affair for John, who overhauled early title leader Christophe Lisandre, but
the popular Frenchman retained the 2-Eleven class championship. The Open class title went
right down to the wire, and Briton David Harvey’s success was well-deserved, after being
forced to take a sabbatical from racing in 2016 to battle cancer.
There was also a close battle for the Production title, with Britain’s Jason McInulty just edging
out Sweden’s Sven Pettersson, but either man would have been a deserving winner.
Of course it would not be possible for any of us to compete without the hard work of LoTRDC’s
team of volunteers and the tireless efforts of marshals throughout the continent, and we are
hugely grateful for their contribution.
The 2018 Lotus Cup Europe season is set to be another thriller, with Magny-Cours back on
the calendar – it’s one of three Truck Racing events, together with Paul Ricard and a welcome
return to the 24 Heures Camions event at Le Mans in September, which could well decide
the championship. The year gets underway at the Hockenheim Historic event in April, which
marks 50 years since the passing of Lotus legend Jim Clark. There are also trips to SpaFrancorchamps and Zolder in Belgium, plus Britain’s Silverstone.
You can find out much more about the championships within this brochure, and whilst we hope
it answers most of your questions, we are always happy to help with any further queries you
may have. We look forward to welcoming you to our events this season!
Paul Golding
Championship Coordinator
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Lotus Cup Europe enters its 15th year in 2018 and
is established as one of the continent’s strongest
single-marque Championships. Originally set up
by Lotus as a direct response to customer and
dealer interest for a fun but professionally-run
series, it has attracted competitors from across
the continent.

Lotus in terms of marketing and technical policing
and there is also a dedicated hospitality unit
where competitors can go for help and advice
throughout the weekend. It also provides a social
hub, with full catering facilities and themed events
that have proved to be just as important amongst
the drivers as the competition itself.

In 2009, following the success of the UK-based
Lotus on Track Elise Trophy, LoTRDC was given
control of the series by Lotus Cars and it has
grown ever since, being granted FIA International
Series status in 2013, similar to prestigious
Championships such as DTM and Blancpain GT
Series. Entries are split into four classes:

During race weekends, drivers are assured of
maximum time on track, with many events offering
a test day, for which competitors are welcome
to enter. At most events there are also additional
LCE practice sessions where drivers can practice
without having to worry about the non Lotus cars
with different performance or on slicks. Each
event has a minimum of a free practice session,
and this is followed by 30 minutes of qualifying.

•

V6 Cup - for the Exige V6 Cup and Evora GT4

•

2-Eleven – for the four-cylinder supercharged
open-top 2-Eleven

•

Production - for normally-aspirated Elises
and Exiges

•

Lotus Open – for four-cylinder Exige Cup
cars, 340R and other Elise & Exiges that are
not eligible for the above categories.

Championship points are scored according to
class position, with bonus points added for the
number of cars starting races in each class. This
means that drivers from all four classes have an
equal chance of competing for the overall title.
Reigning champion John Rasse won from the V6
Cup ranks last year, however titles have previously
been claimed from the 2-Eleven and Production
classes.
Lotus Cup Europe receives support from Group

There are at least two half hour races, with both
standing and rolling starts employed. In 2018
there are three races at Paul Ricard, Magny
Cours and the season finale at Le Mans. Lotus
Cup Europe visits many of the continent’s classic
circuits, all of which have featured on present or
past Formula 1 Grand Prix calendars. In 2018
the Championship will open at the Hockenheim
Historic event in Germany, which will celebrate
the life of Lotus F1 champion Jim Clark in the
50th anniversary of his passing. From there the
series will visit Paul RIcard in the south of France,
just weeks before its return to the F1 calendar,
with three races supporting the Coupe de
France Camions. Next up is the majestic SpaFrancorchamps circuit in Belgium, then a return to
Magny-Cours in France, for another three rounds
supporting the French Truck Racing series. Zolder
hosts the next event, which joins the bill of the

2018 Tech Talk
4 groups:

V6 Cup

Approx. car costs:

15,000€ - 120,000€

2 Eleven

Lotus Open

Production

Approx. running costs: from 1,000€ per round
from 1,000€
Entry fees:
Points highlights:
1st-25, 2nd-20, 3rd-17, 4th-15, then incrementally down one point for each finishing position score.
2 bonus points for fastest qualifier in class. 1 bonus point for fastest lap in race in class and 1 bonus
point to everyone leading a race for full lap.
15 highest scoring rounds count.
Licence requirement: International D
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Lotus Cup Europe

Europe’s finest coming together
Belgian circuit’s annual 24-hour race, followed by
Silverstone in the UK alongside the International
GT Open series. The Championship finale will take
place at Le Mans, with three races supporting
the famous 24 Heures Camions event, the last of
which will be for double points.
Highlights of all rounds will be broadcast
on Motorsport.tv as part of an hour-long
TV programme shown throughout Europe.

Programmes will also be loaded to the LCE
Facebook channel once broadcast.
Lotus Cup Europe also enjoys unrivalled support
from the Lotus community, with many owners and
enthusiasts attending events. The Championship
is active on social media with well over 61,000
Facebook followers and received over 3.2 million
views and 1/4 million likes in 2017.

2018 Calendar
20-22 April
19-20 May
1-3 June
7-8 July
9-11 August
1-2 September
29-30 September

Hockenheim
Paul Ricard
Spa-Francorchamps
Magny Cours
Zolder
Silverstone GP
Le Mans
Lotus 6

Hockenheim Historic
Grand-Prix Camions du Castellet (3 races)
Spa Euro Race
Grand-Prix Camions (3 races)
24 Hours of Zolder
International GT Open
24 Heures du Camions (3 races)

hour
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Season
Review

Lotus Cup Europe Review
The 2017 Lotus Cup Europe title race was
fiercely fought from all four classes, and
featured thrilling duels in three of the categories,
with the identity of only one of the class titles
predicted before the final rounds at Le Mans.

year. The Frenchman took four to Rasse’s ten,
whilst Williams secured the final win of the year
at Le Mans.

Two of the four V6 Cup frontrunners from the
previous season had vacated the class, with
2015 and 2016 champions John Rasse and

Tamas Vizin joining Xavier Georges and Steve
Williams in the fight for overall race victories.
Reigning champion Vizin took a few races to
get the most from his V6 Exige, but Rasse
didn’t need as much time; by rounds three and
four at Brands Hatch he was batting for wins,
taking the flag in the second encounter at the
British circuit. Indeed, the Belgian claimed the
most overall victories of the season, with only
Georges able to offer a regular challenge as the
two disputed V6 Cup honours throughout the

Vizin ended the year with a well-earned pole
position at Le Mans, whilst the V6 Cup class
also saw fine drives from impressive youngsters
Jean-Baptiste Loup from France and Sweden’s
Tommie Eliasson. Veteran Belgian Lotus racer
Thierry Verheist racked up the points in his

Exige, and there were notable performances
from Andrew Wright, David McInulty and
Daniel Palma in a class that provided plenty of
entertainment at the front of the field.
Of the 16 rounds, 15 were won by V6 Cup
drivers, but the exception to the rule was Lotus
Cup Europe stalwart Christophe Lisandre. The
Frenchman won at Hockenheim in his 2-Eleven,
and he went on to dominate a class that was
08
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Season
Review

his brother Franck. Anthony Fournier, who took
a surprise overall win at Paul Ricard in 2016,
also claimed a class victory at Le Mans. There
were also notable drives from Philippe Loup,
husband-and-wife competitors Jean-Pierre and
Nathalie Genoud-Prachex, and British interloper
Neil Stothert, who finished third in the class
standings.

almost exclusively contested by his compatriots.
At one point Lisandre looked to be favourite for
the overall title, but reliability issues struck late
on and handed a few class wins to last year’s
Open class champion Christophe Laroche and

The Open class had just four regular entries,
but of these, David Harvey and Sharon Scolari
provided plenty of excitement as they fought for
supremacy. Harvey, still competing in the 340R
that pre-dates LoTRDC racing, would often set
the pace, but his car was equally as fragile. This
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Season
Review

gave Scolari, whose Elise also had the measure
of the 340R on occasion, the title advantage.
The Swiss driver was on course for the Open
crown until a start-line crash in the final race
ended her season, as well as her title ambitions.
ES Motorsport boss Dave Carr won the class
in that final round, whilst Dutchman Eric van’t
Oever’s year ended early with technical issues.
The Production class, which provided the last
two champions, saw Jason McInulty, now in the
fashionable Elise Cup R, emerge as a serious

towards the last corner. Donnelly & Paul Pattison
fought valiantly with their ageing S1 Elise’s,
whilst Thierry Hedoin, Cai Cederholm, Mark
Yates and Philippe Vanpevenaeyge all added to
the thrills in the category.
The overall Championship battle came down
to a fight between title favourite Rasse, early
standings leader Lisandre and Production rivals
McInulty and Pettersson, with double points on
offer in the final of the three races at Le Mans.
Rasse qualified poorly, but fought back brilliantly

overall title contender. The Briton didn’t offer
a consistent challenge, however, and Swede
Sven Pettersson, in a similar car, picked up
the pace to take a hat-trick of victories at Paul
Ricard. From there it was a two-way fight,
eventually won by McInulty. The pair took all

of the Production honours apart from one race
at Brands Hatch, which fell to Martin Donnelly
after a bizarre final lap when both McInulty and
Pettersson mistook a white flag for a yellow
when encountering a faltering car heading
10
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to win the two opening races at the French
circuit. But he was out of the finale after just a
few yards, having been caught up in a start-line
incident that took out several cars. Lisandre
looked set to be crowned champion, but his
race fell apart, whilst McInulty’s class win wasn’t
enough to deny the Belgian the title. Rasse
therefore became the first driver to win two
Lotus Cup Europe Championships, and with his
2015 crown coming from the Production ranks,
he’s also the first to win it from two different
classes.

CHAMPIONS GALLERY
Nationality: Belgium
2017 – Champion & V6 Champion
2015 – Champion & Production Champion
2011 – Driver of season
Set 6 new outright lap records at the 7 circuits raced
10 outright race wins in 2017

JOHN RASSE
LOTUS CUP EUROPE V6 & OVERALL CHAMPION

Nationalitly: France
2017 – 2 Eleven Champion
2017 – Overall runner up
2016 – 2 Eleven Champion
1 outright race win in 2017

CHRISTOPHE LISANDRE
LOTUS CUP EUROPE 211 CHAMPION

Nationalitly: United Kingdom
2017 – Open Champion
2014 – Open Champion
2013 – Open Champion
Racing same 340R for over 12 years

DAVE HARVEY
LOTUS CUP EUROPE OPEN CHAMPION

Nationality: United Kingdom
2017 – Production Champion
2015 – Production runner-up

JASON MCINULTY
LOTUS CUP EUROPE PRODUCTION CHAMPION
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Class
Winners

Class Winners
HOCKENHEIM RACE 1
Overall

HOCKENHEIM RACE 2
Overall

Christophe Lisandre

BRANDS HATCH RACE 1
Overall

Xavier Georges

Xavier Georges

V6 Cup

Xavier Georges

2-Eleven

Christophe Lisandre

Open

David Harvey

Production

Jason McInulty

BRANDS HATCH RACE 2
Overall

John Rasse

V6 Cup

Steve Williams

V6 Cup

Xavier Georges

V6 Cup

John Rasse

2-Eleven

Christophe Lisandre

2-Eleven

Christophe Lisandre

2-Eleven

Christophe Lisandre

Open

David Harvey

Open

Sharon Scolari

Open

Sharon Scolari

Production

Jason McInulty

Production

Jason McInulty

Production

Martin Donnelly

PAUL RICARD RACE 1

PAUL RICARD RACE 2

PAUL RICARD RACE 3

Overall

John Rasse

Overall

Xavier Georges

Overall

V6 Cup

John Rasse

V6 Cup

Xavier Georges

V6 Cup

John Rasse
John Rasse

2-Eleven

Christophe Lisandre

2-Eleven

Christophe Lisandre

2-Eleven

Christophe Lisandre

Open

Sharon Scolari

Open

Sharon Scolari

Open

Sharon Scolari

Production

Sven Pettersson

Production

Sven Pettersson

Production

Sven Pettersson

SPA-FRANCORCHAMPS RACE 1

SPA-FRANCORCHAMPS RACE 2

ZOLDER RACE 1

Overall

John Rasse

Overall

John Rasse

Overall

V6 Cup

John Rasse

V6 Cup

John Rasse

V6 Cup

John Rasse
John Rasse

2-Eleven

Christophe Lisandre

2-Eleven

Christophe Lisandre

2-Eleven

Christophe Lisandre

Open

Sharon Scolari

Open

David Harvey

Open

David Harvey

Production

Jason McInulty

Production

Jason McInulty

Production

Sven Pettersson

ZOLDER RACE 2

NURBURGRING RACE 1

NURBURGRING RACE 2

Overall

Xavier Georges

Overall

John Rasse

Overall

John Rasse

V6 Cup

Xavier Georges

V6 Cup

John Rasse

V6 Cup

John Rasse

2-Eleven

Chris Laroche

2-Eleven

Christophe Lisandre

2-Eleven

Chris Laroche

Open

David Harvey

Open

Sharon Scolari

Open

Sharon Scolari

Production

Jason McInulty

Production

Jason McInulty

Production

Jason McInulty

LE MANS RACE 2

LE MANS RACE 1

LE MANS RACE 3

Overall

John Rasse

Overall

John Rasse

Overall

Steve Williams

V6 Cup

John Rasse

V6 Cup

John Rasse

V6 Cup

Steve Williams

2-Eleven

Anthony Fournier

2-Eleven

Christophe Lisandre

2-Eleven

Chris Laroche

Open

Sharon Scolari

Open

David Harvey

Open

Dave Carr

Production

Sven Pettersson

Production

Jason McInulty

Production

Jason McInulty
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Standings

Championship Standings
#

GROUP

DRIVER

PTS

1

V6

John RASSE

489

#

DRIVER

POINTS

2

2 Eleven

Christophe LISANDRE

481

1

John RASSE

489

3

Production

Jason MCINULTY

479

2

Xavier GEORGES

443

4

Production

Sven PETTERSSON

455

5

V6

Xavier GEORGES

443

3

Steve WILLIAMS

410

6

2 Eleven

Chris & Frank LAROCHE

425

4

Tamas VIZIN

356

7

V6

Steve WILLIAMS

410

8

Open

David HARVEY

388

9

Open

Sharon SCOLARI

10

V6

V6 CLASS STANDINGS

211 CLASS STANDINGS

384

#

DRIVER

POINTS

356

1

Christophe LISANDRE

481

Thierry VERHIEST

342

2

Chris & Franck LAROCHE

425

Tamas VIZIN

11

V6

12

Production

Paul PATTISON

331

3

Neil STOTHERT

330

13

2 Eleven

Neil STOTHERT

330

4

Nathalie GENOUD-PRACHEX

322

14

2 Eleven

Nathalie GENOUD-PRACHEX

322

15

V6

Andrew WRIGHT

316

16

Open

Dave CARR

307

17

Production

Thierry HEDOIN

305

18

V6

David MCINULTY

305

19

V6

Jean-Baptiste LOUP

303

20

V6

Stephane CRISTINELLI

295

21

Production

Cai CEDERHOLM

294

OPEN CLASS STANDINGS
#

DRIVER

POINTS

1

David HARVEY

388

2

Sharon SCOLARI

384

3

Dave CARR

307

4

Eric Van't OEVER

86

22

2 Eleven

Anthony FOURNIER

291

23

Production

Philippe VANPEVENAEYGE

284

24

Production

Chris MAYHEW

276

#

DRIVER

25

2 Eleven

Jean-Pierre GENOUD-PRACHEX

262

1

Jason MCINULTY

479

26

2 Eleven

Eric LIBOR

259

2

Sven PETTERSSON

455

27

V6

Robin NILSSON

254

28

Production

Mark YATES

248

3

Paul PATTISON

331

29

V6

Tommie ELIASSON

241

4

Thierry HEDOIN

305

30

V6

Daniel PALMA

241

31

Production

Martin DONNELLY

207

32

V6

Bence BALOGH

206

33

V6

Janos SANTA

194

34

2 Eleven

Benoit ROGER

186

35

V6

Phlippe LOUP

167

36

Production

Kees VERSLUYS

151

37

Production

Andy DOLAN

124

38

Production

James KNIGHT

117

39

Open

Eric VAN'T OEVER

86

40

2 Eleven

Ian FENWICK

84

41

2 Eleven

Philippe LOUP 2

75

42

2 Eleven

Stephane VERMEERSCH

57

43

Production

Robert WOOLRIDGE

49

44

Production

Ben HYLAND

47

45

V6

Gyorgy BALOGH

17

46

V6

Egon BURKUS

0

46

Production

Sherif EL SAKKAF

0
Lotus 6
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JOHN RASSE

LOTUS CUP EUROPE CHAMPION - OVERALL & V6
How long did it take you to get used to the Exige V6?
Not so long in fact. The car is really easy to drive so much so you quickly feel confident and reach
85-90%. The last 10% takes a bit longer. As usual, I have done a drift test at Visé test track, and one
track day in Spa. The lap times were already very fast so I was confident, maybe over confident ;o)
The first big mistake was to replace stock brake pads in Hockenheim. The result was big vibrations
and horrible brake feeling. I had to overdrive the car trying to compensate the brake issue but without
success… Pagid brake pads were back for Brands Hatch.
At the end of the week-end it was clear that many drivers were able to jump on the V6 podium.
How satisfying was it to get that first win at Brands Hatch?
The free practice was a bit complicated because I had to recover the correct brake feeling. The Qualifying was better and better but the gap between the first 7 cars was very close. The first race was a
long chase race waiting for competitors’ mistakes. The second race was much more challenging with
a very good standing start from 4 to 2nd position.
After 10 laps i took the 1st position but Xavier was a bit faster. I had to manage his attacks many
times. Despite this I took the overall lap record, Xavier was faster in average lap time, it was so close
in the last laps. The more pressure you have, the more satisfaction you get at the end!
Did you enjoy the rivalry with Xavier?
Yes, absolutely. Xavier is the kind of driver you can trust in. You can fight 100% and can be 5mm
close you know he won’t do stupid things that we all regret after.
What was the most satisfying race for you this year?
I would say SPA because of the pole position, the double win and lap record but Xavier’s got the best
lap time in Practice session!
So, the most satisfying will be Nurburgring GP circuit with the 100% perfect result: 1st in all training
sessions, pole position on the wet with 2 seconds gap, double victories and lap record. What more
can I ask for?
After two strong races at Le Mans, was it hard to watch the final round from the pit wall?
Yes it was. It must be written somewhere that I only can drive 2 of 3 races in Le Mans. Nevertheless I
think we are all lucky to only have mechanical damages; it could have been worse.
How does it feel to have won the title twice, and which Championship was the most satisfying?
I’m of course very happy to win the title this time as I was also happy with the previous one. I must
admit that the V6 title, with scratch victories, has a better taste. However it was also very rewarding to
fight with a Production car against others class drivers.
I keep in mind that the Production Class is for sure the best value in a European Championship while
the V6 Class is the top in term of pleasure / performance and results.

14
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CHRISTOPHE LISANDRE

LOTUS CUP EUROPE CHAMPION - 2-ELEVEN
How satisfying was it to win a race outright at Hockenheim?
For my team and I it was amazing to start the season with an overall win in my good old 211 on a
circuit where it isn’t ideal to be against the V6s. I have to admit that it was partly down to luck with
Xavier dropping out right at the end of a great race. I think the highlight of the season was Brands
Hatch where I got pole position, it was very satisfying for whole team, a perfect lap with a brilliant car
on a circuit where your driving skills really matter.
You’ve raced a 2-Eleven for several seasons - do you enjoy fighting for the title from the
2-Eleven class?
To be honest I don’t enjoy myself as much since Jean Baptiste moved to the V6 class, it’s better for
me to have constant competition from similar cars. My goal is to get the overall win for the race and
for the Championship but I do love the David versus Goliath (2/11 versus V6) challenge - I love it!
What are your ambitions for 2018?
I’d love to be fighting for the outright race win every weekend, although that shouldn’t really be possible with a 211. However, I’ll try and finish as high as possible, maybe a couple of overall podiums
would be nice but if I can make the V6’s worry about me a little I’ll be having fun!

Lotus 6
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DAVID HARVEY

LOTUS CUP EUROPE CHAMPION - OPEN
What were your expectations and goals going into the Le Mans weekend?
I went into Le Mans hoping to finish all the races, I was to far behind in the points to consider winning,
unlike me Sharon had finished every race. What a weekend! I had a misfire in qualifying due to fuel
pump wiring issue which left me down the grid. I would never have found the problem without Alan
Maple (Alan is an auto electrician and owns a 340r) who came with me for the first time in years. What
luck!
Race 1. Pleased to find that the car was fast and soon made up places and passed Dave (Carr) then
I ran wide hitting a bollard, this hit the front of the car contacting the emergency cut out. Took me
a while to work out what was wrong, back in the pits we found the impact had also broken off both
brake fluid reservoirs, how the brakes didn’t fail I don’t know - somehow finished a distant 3rd.
Race 2. It was raining and I won!
Race 3. Off the start I saw the flat bottom of a Lotus, then Anthony sliding down the road upside
down. When we got going I knew Sharon was out, but thought I had to beat Dave to win, with the
safety car, I failed to catch him. I was convinced I had not won, so very surprised when told I had.
How did it feel to take what was your hardest thought Championship to date?
It was a great year, I started really well, then had problems with the car so I fell behind, I had no
expectations of winning by the time we got to Le Mans where everything just went right. There where
days in 2016 (I had cancer) when I didn’t expect to drive on a race circuit again, let alone win the
class, it was a great feeling.
You had an intense class battle with Sharon - how do you rate her as an opponent?
The biggest surprise for me was how much faster Sharon was compared to 2016, at several circuits
(Nurburgring, Paul Ricard) she was fastest, I had problems at these circuits but I think she would
have won anyway. After I got used to being “beaten by a girl” our battles were fun, we touched a few
times, but always gave one another racing room. Her consistency was remarkable, the only race she
didn’t finish was because of the starting line accident. I felt very sorry for Sharon at Le Mans, she only
failed to finish 1 race and that was the only double points round. Good luck for next year Sharon, I’m
looking forward to resuming the battle.
How satisfying is it to still be competing with the same car after more than a decade?
I’m one of the few drivers on the grid that has built, maintains and runs their own car so it has been
very satisfying. I started with the best handling car Lotus have ever built and made it better, I never
wanted to drive anything else (tried a V6 in 2014).
In 2007 it was the fastest car with the exception of the supercharged Honda’s, but as the years
passed I was falling further and further behind as all the cars are supercharged and supercharged
engines produce lots of torque. In 2014 I fitted a supercharger and opened up another can of worms!
It has taken a lot of blood and sweat to develop but I now have probably the best K series engine in
the world, coupled with the best chassis = great car = very chuffed.
The main reason I’m still racing is the people, organisers, drivers, team owners, mechanics, what a
great bunch. Can’t wait for next season.
16
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JASON MCINULTY

LOTUS CUP EUROPE CHAMPION - PRODUCTION
How competitive has the Production class been this year, bearing in mind the shift
towards the Elise Cup R?
The Production Class is a great class, possibly the hardest – especially over last couple of
seasons. You just can’t afford to make a mistake, you need to hit every corner properly as a
small mistake makes it very difficult to get back on terms with the lack of horse power.
As for the Cup R it’s the first Elise for a long time that’s a race car straight out of the factory.
It looks the part, handles well, has a smooth power delivery with exceptional brakes. I don’t
think I’m the fastest driver accelerating out of a corners, but I think I won by working with
the cars weight balance/transfer in the way I brake into and through corners. The downside
is that it’s just too heavy. It looks like the supermodel, but really your dating her fat sister!
Have you enjoyed fighting with Sven for the class title?
Over the past three seasons, I’ve spent a lot of time with Sven both on and off circuit
having great fun and a few beers! Being in the same team we help each other, sharing
the information on our cars to get the best out of them (well almost all of the information
anyway!) A couple of times, I’ve thought I’d thrown the Championship away to him, as he
has kept me honest and on my toes all season.
After finishing 2nd in 2015, my rookie season and then running in 2nd position behind
Tamas last year until the engine went at the last round in Le Mans and scoring no points, I
know how the bridesmaid position feels.
What are your ambitions for 2018?
In short my ambition is to become “Lotus Cup Europe V6 Champion”. I’ve purchased a GT4
Evora and will get back to the gym and get myself fighting fit for the season. Early testing
has gone well, so there may be some hope. I’m also hoping Sven wins the Production
Championship as he’s promised to join me in V6 in 2019 if he does!

Lotus 6

hour

Brands Hatch
– 9 November 2013
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LoTRDC Timeline
Elise Trophy supports
its first major European
race meeting – DTM
Oct 2007

Mar 2007

May 2008

Jan 2011

Lotus Cup Europe
granted FIA
Championship status

Nov 2012
Nov 2011

LoTRDC enter a team in a 24
hour race for the first time at
Dubai 24H

18
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Elise Trophy supports the
A1 GP in front of 50,000
spectators: Lotus F1 legend
and double World Champion
Emerson Fittipaldi shows his
support with paddock visit

Elise Trophy heads abroad
for the first time visiting Spa
Francorchamps

Yuji Shinohara comes from Japan
to compete in the 1000KM and
his team proceed to win the
ET race while Stratton Motor
Company win overall in an Evora

www.msvracing.co.uk
www.lotuscupeurope.com

Group Lotus ask
LoTRDC to take over
organisation of Lotus
Cup Europe

Thomas Dehaibe crowned as
the first ever FIA International
Lotus Cup Europe Champion

Dec 2012
Nov 2012

Go Green Motorsport win the
first ever Lotus 6 hour race at
Brands Hatch

Oct 2008
Sep 2008

Nov 2007

Jun 2007

Elise Trophy launches with full
grid in front of thousands of
Lotus fans at Brands Hatch

A pair of drives in the ET raise
nearly £9000 in the Elise Garden
Party charity auction

Awarded MSN “Most
impressive new series of the
year” & Autosport’s top 10 of
the year

Lotus Cup UK Production
champion - Rob Boston awarded Autosport’s top club
driver of the year

Sep 2013
Sep 2013

Lotus Cup Europe featured
in “AUTO”, the International
journal of the FIA

2007 - 2018
Elise Trophy features on
BBC1’s coverage of the Abu
Dhabi Grand Prix with 2
programmes to promote Go
Motorsport

World Land Speed record
holder – Wing Commander
Andy Green OBE BA RAF races
for the first time ever at the
Lotus Festival

Oct 2009

Major James Cameron of the
Second Royal Tank Regiment
competes in the DTM round
before leaving for duty in
Afghanistan

Nov 2010

Jun 2010

Jun 2009

Nov 2009

BBC1 F1 anchor Jake
Humphrey races for the very
first time and chooses the Elise
Trophy

Lotus Cup UK was launched,
headlining the opening
race meeting at the all new
Snetterton 300 circuit

Sep 2010

Jan 2011

Lotus 1000KM brings a very
special event back to Brands
Hatch for the longest ever
Lotus race – won by Fox
Motorsport in just under 9
hours

Lotus Festival supported by
Lotus Racing F1 team

SPEED CHAMPIONSHIP

Lotus Cup UK Speed Championship launched for 2014
John Rasse wins Lotus Cup
Europe crown at Le Mans while
Tony Pearman takes LCUK
Speed Championship

Jérémy Lourenço wins
the Lotus Cup Europe
Championship at Le Mans.
Nov 2013
Oct 2013

Sam Hancock & Michael Claessens capture Lotus 6 hour win

2015

Nov 2016
Oct/Nov 2015

Oct 2014

LoTRDC donate Elise to
Mission Motorsport for season,
including 1000KM Race of
Remembrance.
Lotus 6

John Rasse wins Lotus Cup
Europe Championship for
second time

hour

Oct 2017

Hungarian Tamas Vizin is Lotus
Cup Europe Champion, while
Xavier Brooke and Duncan Fraser
take LCUK Speed titles.

Brands Hatch
– 9 November 2013
www.lotuscupeurope.com
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SPEED CHAMPIONSHIP

The Lotus on Track Racing Drivers Club was
formed from the track day club from which it takes
its name, however, the Lotus on Track Elise Trophy
was not the first motor sport event organised by
its founders. Many of the drivers taking part in the
first season in 2007 cut their competitive teeth in
sprinting.
The Lotus Cup UK Speed Championship was
inaugurated in 2014, consolidating the two main
sprint series for Lotus enthusiasts.
Sprinting is the perfect stepping stone for drivers
ready to take their first steps in competition,
with drivers alone on the track and without the
distraction of other cars, or the fear of contact, able
to concentrate on their technique and speed. It
appeals to both track day drivers, who are able to
use their skills in a competitive environment, and
complete novices, who can instantly compare their
performances to the frontrunners.
Sprinting is also an accessible form of motorsport.
Road going cars are eligible to participate, and the
vast majority of competitors will not need to fit a
roll cage, fire extinguisher or harness to take part.
Events take place over just a single day, avoiding
the need to book accommodation.
The Lotus Cup UK Speed Championship operates

similar technical rules to Lotus Cup Europe,
with two separate Championships for normallyaspirated Production cars and faster SuperSport
cars. Drivers can easily graduate to racing once
they are comfortable with their performance and
are ready to take the next step.
Each of the 2018 championship’s rounds has
been selected for their suitability for all levels
of experience and types of car, with a variety of
venues ranging from sprint circuits, airfields and
race tracks. These will include Snetterton and
Rockingham race circuits, a visit to the Lotus test
track at Hethel as well as a return to Silverstone
for MG Live and the classic sprint circuit of
Curborough. The championship makes return visits
to both Blyton Park and MIRA.
At each round competitors will get the opportunity
to walk the course, before commencing with
practice runs to learn the course. They will then
have two or three chances to post their fastest
time. Their best time from these two or three runs
will be classified in the final results.
Lotus Cup UK Speed Championship is designed
to be fun and sociable, creating an environment
where Lotus owners can meet up whilst taking part
in grass roots motor sport.

What is sprinting?
Sprinting is racing against the clock held at race circuits and specialised sprint tracks (such as
Curborough).
Cars start singly and are timed by electronic equipment accurate to 100th of a second.
What you need to take part:
MSA Non Race National B licence - Just £45, no test or medical required.
Timing strut - Enables your car to be timed and is usually fitted to the cars front towing point.
Yellow electrical tape - A small amount is needed to cover the battery earth.
Ignition off sticker - Just a small sticker to show which way to turn your ignition off.
Crash Helmet - meeting MSA criteria, most track day helmets are suitable.
Race suit - Flame resistant overalls in Proban or Nomex are required to MSA criteria.
20
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Lotus Cup UK Speed Championship
Back to our roots

2018 Provisional Calendar
17 March
5 May
3 June
7 July
5 August
16 September
20 October

Snetterton 300
MIRA
Silverstone Stowe
Blyton Park
Hethel (Lotus test track)
Curborough
Rockingham

2018 Tech Talk
2 Championships:
Production - Lotus road going cars to Lotus Cup Europe Production class power limits; must be road
registered, MOT and taxed. Tyres are limited to List 1A & List 1B meaning a cage isn’t required.
SuperSport - Lotus cars running to Lotus Cup Europe base regs - S/C Toyota, modified K series/Toyota. Also open to normally aspirated engine transplant cars. SuperSport cars compete in two separate
classes at events: Original or Modified depending on tyres and engine, some tyre types and engine
transplant cars are required to fit a cage/a frame-petty bar.
Approx. car costs:

£8,000 - £60,000

Approx. running costs: from £50 per round
Entry fees:

approx. £100 per round

Points highlights:
1st-20, 2nd-18, 3rd-16, 4th-15, then incrementally down one point for each finishing position score.
Bonus points for number of cars beaten in class. 1 bonus point for fastest 1st run in class.
6 highest scoring rounds count towards the Championship
Lotus 6

hour

Brands Hatch – www.lcukspeed.com
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LOTUS OOSTENDE BVBA
Joseph Plateaustraat 5
8400 Oostende
info@lotus-verhiest.com
+32 (0) 59 51 81 55
+32 (0) 59 51 30 86

www.lotus-verhiest.com

OFFICIAL SALES DEALER – AUTHORISED REPAIRER – CUP DEALER – CIRCUIT SUPPORT – PREPARE RACE CARS

Rentals, transport
& support at all
2018 rounds of
Lotus Cup Europe

Asphalte are delighted to offer its services
as a race team built from experience and passion.
We are specialists in 3D geometry, bodywork & servicing
offering full track & race day preparation & support.
2015 Lotus Cup Europe 2-11 class champions.
Site de l’arche d’Oé 2, Village entreprise 2
NOTRE D’ OE 37390
07.77.44.08.43
contact@asphalte-tours.fr

Steve Williams Sports Cars
Independent Lotus specialists
with over 25 years of Lotus
experience and 20 years of race
experience, with numerous race
and championship wins.
Track day,
Sprinting &
Race cars:
• Preparation
• Builds
• Support
Supporting:

SPEED CHAMPIONSHIP

www.swlotus.com

email: steve@swlotus.com tel: 01682 770066

Contact: racecarsconsulting@gmail.com

Mick Gardner racinG

Factory Trained Technicians // Large Stocks of Shocks, Springs and
Parts // Official Sales and Service Centre // Fast Turnaround on Servicing,
Revalving, etc. // Bespoke Shock Absorbers Built to Customer Spec //
Mick Gardner Racing developed electronic suspension Mechatronics
package proven successful in a number of different applications

contact russ Walton @ Mick Gardner racinG noW
e-mail: russwalton@mickgardnerracing.com
Website: www.mickgardnerracing.com
telephone: 01226 240 099

Road Race Rally Engineering
• Specialists in motorsport electronics, ECU’s & data logging
• Powertrain testing, calibration, product developments,
performance upgrades & updates
• Wiring loom design & manufacturing, paddleshift installation
• Official supplier of Cosworth and Ecumaster products
• Worldwide clients: East & West Europe, Brazil, China,
Malaysia, Middle East & USA
Lotus specialist – official partner of

CONTACT
(+44) 01480 860287
sales@rrrengineering.co.uk
Grovemere Court, Bicton Industrial Park,
Kimbolton, PE28 0EY

Lotus Cup Europe power testing:
Brands Hatch paddock - Blancpain 2017

Pollution response and remediation

Cleaning up spills, pollution
and contamination for 20
years...

Call us now
+44 (0)345 166 8491
or visit
www.raw-group.com
Responder of the Year
Winner 2016 and 2017

Prestige & performance
Insurance specialist
For your indication please call
01614377442
or visit us online

www.hendersontaylor.co.uk

Authorised and regulated by the financial services authority

Chemist engineer, former MOTUL technical director
and inventor of the 300V in 1971

MICHEL SINSON

pulverized the Formula One Championship. Petroleum oil was
standard, and competitors needed more performance. Ricin oil
could have been a solution but the negatives outweighed the
positives, including the need for a huge amount of engine oil
changes. In 1966 Michel Sinson began with the 2100, the first
semi-synthetic oil. As the name suggests, this was only the start
of the revolution; it came to fruition in 1971 with the appearance
of 300V. Needless to say, today’s 300V has continued to keep
this legacy alive with ever-increasing performance.

IN THE 60s, BRITISH CARS

Photo credits : © Julien Philippy

300V High RPM 0W20

100% synthetic lubricant.
technology.
The MOTUL 300V Motorsport line also
comprises 0W15, 5W30, 0W40, 5W40,
10W40, 15W50 and 20W60 lubricants.

DATA CARD
Total quantity: 17,141,603 records

SURF4

GROUP

BLUE REEF

MARKETING

UK Universe Base
Bringing together transactional information with lifestyle
data to create highly responsive audiences.
The list has been uniquely created by combining data from
a number of suppliers including our own Surf4 websites.
Selections cover a wide band of groups including;
Insurance, Investments, Lifestyle, Mail Order and
Shopping preferences.

Charity: 1,292,439
Insurance: 5,639,431
Investments: 2,563,771
Lifestyle: 2,161,607
Mail Order: 3,804,469
Publications: 2,414,588
Vacations: 893,000
Usage: Postal

Profile
•
•

Aged: 25-70 (93%)
Property tenure:
Home owners (73%)
- Married/Cohabitating (78%)

Selections
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Locality: Postcode; region
Age / Date of birth
Gender
Household income
GeoSmart: GeoDemographic profile
Property tenure & price:
Financial, Insurance & Investments;
Hobbies & Interests:
Publications: Magazine & News
Shopping & Mail Order
Vacation type & destination

Recommendations
This file is aimed at postal campaigns that
need to target multiple selections across a
broad range of topics. It includes not only
the selections provided on our specific base
but close to 50 additional lifestyle, financial &
shopping selections that will give a broader
picture of the consumer and their needs.
All sales are subject to creative and mailing date
approval.

Cost
Contact us today:
sales@theoriginaldatacompany.com
Tel: 020 3290 1978

Minimum order value of £250
Pricing on request
Please allow: 8 hrs for counts

A.C. Entertainment Technologies Ltd. have been behind winning performance
technologies for rental / production companies, resellers and end users, for over
45 years. We are proud to support the Lotus on Track Racing Drivers Club Series
alongside the BRDC’s Rising Stars Programme & various UK motorsport formulas.

+44 (0)1494 446000

sales@ac-et.com www.ac-et.com

Providing Technologies for Winning
Entertainment & Architectural Performances

Heritage, Museums & Landmarks

Florence + The Machine International Tour

British Grand Prix Party

Coldplay’s International Tour

Theatre Shows

British Grand Prix Ball

Architectural & Commercial

LoTRDC Series Lotus Cup Europe

A.C. Special Projects Ltd. provides bespoke integrated lighting, audio & AV equipment
solutions and installations to the performance and architectural sectors.

+44 (0)1494 838392
info@acspecialprojects.com www.acspecialprojects.com
Photo credits: Column 1 - (top & bottom) © thefifthestate.co.uk; Column 2 - (top) © David Morrell, (middle) © Jakob Ebrey,
(bottom) © Clive Barda; Column 3 - (top) © Jakob Ebrey; Column 3 & 4 - (bottom) © Mark Anderson - at Hockenheimring Baden-Württemberg

BRM
Lotus Cup Europe
watches
TECHNICAL INFORMATION V6-44-HB-LOTUS CUP
EUROPE
Brushed stainless steel case
Black dial with white transfer V6 Hybride Green
super light hands
Leather strap with holes
Hybrid movement (automatic and quartz) 100m
water resistance
44mm diameter
Maximum recommended retail price : 1800 €
TECHNICAL INFORMATION V6-44-SA-SQ-LOTUS
CUP EUROPE
Black brushed stainless steel case with springs
Skeleton dial
Green super light hands
Leather strap with holes
Automatic movement
100m water resistance
44mm diameter
Maximum recommended retail price : 4200 €
For further information about these watches or
any watches in the BRM range please contact
paul@lotrdc.com
£100 Lotus on Track voucher with all BRM
watches purchased through LoTRDC Ltd in 2017

BRM - Bernard Richards Manufacture
www.brm-manufacture.com

JOIN US
SELOC is an international club run by Lotus enthusiasts for
Lotus enthusiasts. Since it was founded in 2002 SELOC has
gone from strength to strength, offering members a strong
social element, lively internet forums and a wide range of
events. That’s without the hundreds of pounds members
can save by taking advantage of the wide range of
discounts, benefits and technical advice available.

SELOC Club Supporter
Benefits (£15 per annum):

SELOC Benefits:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Active FREE forum with thousands of
members visiting each day
UK wide social events
Active regional forums
SELOC Wikipedia (technical)
Novice track days with Lotus-on-Track
Active support of the Lotus Cup UK
Speed Championship

•
•
•
•
•

Free calendar and welcome pack
Discounts with main dealers
Discounts with Lotus specialists
Discounted driver training, insurance
and parts
Free legal advice hot-line

Sign Up by visiting www.seloc.org
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Harvey Steel Lintels

THE Galvanised & Stainless Steel lintel supplier
for ALL lintel enquiries NOT off the shelf

Typical lintel types
where Harvey excel:

At Harvey Steel
Lintels they offer:

• Arches
• Corner
• Brick slip
• Unusual cavity sizes
• Extra long
• Extreme duty

• Technical calculations via
their in-house Engineer
• Agree all details with your
customer without pricing

Delivery:
• Fast lead times
• Deliver anywhere
in the UK

If you don’t normally stock it – call Harvey’s!
Challenge Harvey’s – Not just lintels, we can manufacture
most things involving pressed steel sections.

T: 01206 792001
F: 01206 792022
E: harvey@lintels.co.uk

www.harvey-steel-lintels.co.uk

2018 Track Days
(at time of going to print – more dates to be confirmed)

January 2018
Snetterton 300

Sun 21st

£125

February 2018
Abbeville

Sat 10th

135€

Blyton Park

Sat 24th

£99

March 2018
North Weald

Fri 16th

£40

Spa-Francorchamps

Sun 18th

from 280€

Silverstone GP

Mon 19th

£199

Goodwood

Sat 24th

from £230

April 2018
Hethel - Lotus Test Track

Sat 7th

£175

Abbeville

Sun 8th

135€

Castle Combe

Fri 20th

£150

North Weald

Fri 27th

£40

May 2018
Folembray
Zandvoort

Mon 7th
Tue 8th

135€
from 299€

Blyton Park

Sat 12th

£125

Brands Hatch Indy (evening)

Wed 23rd £130

June 2018
Hethel - Lotus Test Track

Sat 2nd

£189

Croft

Fri 15th

from £175

Abbeville

Sat 16th

135€

Anglesey International GP

Sat 16th

£199

Zolder

Tue 26th

235€

Snetterton 300 (evening)

Thu 28th

from £75

Blyton Park

Sat 30th

£99

Clastres

Fri 6th

135€

Hethel - Lotus Test Track

Sat 14th

£189

Bedford Autodrome (evening)

Wed 25th

£120

North Weald

Fri 27th

£40

Spa-Francorchamps

Mon 30th

370€

French Frolic 2018

Sat 4th

SOLD OUT

Le Mans - Bugatti

Sun 5th

SOLD OUT

Goodwood

Mon 6th

£250

Dijon Prenois

Tue 7th

SOLD OUT

Magny Cours

Thu 9th

SOLD OUT

Brands Hatch Indy (evening)

Thu 23rd

£130

Folembray

Sat 25th

135€

Abbeville

Sun 26th

135€

Castle Combe

Wed 5th

£150

Clastres

Mon 10th

135€

Zandvoort

Mon 17th

from 299€

Zolder

Tue 18th

235€

Hethel - Lotus Test Track

Sat 6th

£189

Croix-en-Ternois

Sat 20th

135€

Anglesey International GP

Sat 20th

£150

Abbeville

Sun 21st

135€

Donington Park National

Mon 29th

from £160

Oulton Park

Tue 30th

£125

Cadwell Park

Sat 10th

from £125

Spa-Francorchamps

Wed 14th

from 250€

North Weald

Fri 16th

£40

Clastres

Sat 1st

135€

Goodwood

Sat 1st

£225

Brands Hatch Indy

Mon 17th

from £99

September 2018

October 2018

November 2018

December 2018

July 2018

August 2018
38
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Full events list and availability:

www.lotus-on-track.com

E-mail enquiries: info@lotus-on-track.com

on the limit, on track and online
Looking for a safe, fun and sociable environment

All run by Lotus enthusiasts voluntarily and

in which to explore the limits of your Lotus?

without proﬁt, ensuring members get the events

Then Lotus-on-Track is for you. Over the last 13
years we’ve run more than 750 events
for our 4500+ members. We have over 50 events
planned in 2018 - from Silverstone to

they want, at the right price. We welcome both
beginners and experienced track day drivers.
For more information about the club, our events
and how to join us on track, please visit our

Brands Hatch and Zandvoort to Spa-

website at www.lotus-on-track.com.

Francorchamps.

Europe’s largest and most active trackday club
Lotus 6

hour

Brands Hatch
– 9 November 2013
www.lotuscupeurope.com
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On track with Avon ZZR for 2018

www.lotrdc.com

Throughout 2018 Lotus Cup Europe will again use the Avon Motorsport ZZR range as their control championship
tyre. The ZZR is road legal, British built, track focused and is the ultimate performance track tyre utilising a full
race tread compound coupled to a motorsport derived construction. It is the direct result of 20 years of pure
race tyre development and is specifically aimed at trackday use and championships requiring ‘ E’ marked
tyres. For more information visit www.avonmotorsport.com/ZZR or contact AvonMotorsport@coopertire.com

www.avonmotorsport.com

SUPPLYING PARTS FOR
CHAMPIONSHIP WINNING CARS

...AND YOURS OF COURSE
FAST INTERNATIONAL LOTUS PARTS DELIVERY,
STRAIGHT FROM OUR WAREHOUSES TO YOUR CAR!

INNOVATIVE PARTS FOR MODERN LOTUS CARS
04

DISTRIBUTOR

2018 CALENDAR
2014 CALENDAR

In 2018 Lotus Cup Europe will again visit many of the continent’s finest circuits, with a calendar that
spans four countries across seven events and a record 17 races.
The season begins with the popular Hockenheim Historic meeting, which will commemorate the 50th
anniversary of Lotus World Champion Jim Clark’s passing. From here the FIA International Series will
make the first of three support appearances with Coupe de France Camions, at Paul Ricard just one
month before the Le Castellet venue hosts the first French Grand Prix in a decade.
In June Lotus Cup Europe will make its annual visit to Belgium’s majestic Spa-Francorchamps circuit,
before a welcome return to former Grand Prix venue Magny-Cours, just south of Paris for its round
of Coupe de France Camions. The series returns to Belgium for its annual visit to Zolder in August,
this time supporting the 24-Hour race. Silverstone is back on the calendar in September, as part of
the International GT Open event, then the season closes at Le Mans once more, in front of a huge 24
Heures Camions crowd.

20-22 April

Hockenheim

Hockenheim Historic

19-20 May

Paul Ricard

Grand-Prix Camions du Castellet (3 races)

1-3 June

Spa-Francorchamps

Spa Euro Race

7-8 July

Magny Cours

Grand-Prix Camions (3 races)

9-11 August

Zolder

24 Hours of Zolder

1-2 September

Silverstone GP

International GT Open

29-30 September Le Mans

24 Heures du Camions (3 races)

www.lotuscupeurope.com

V6-44-HB-LOTUS CUP EUROPE
Brushed stainless steel case
Black dial with white transfer V6 Hybride
Leather strap / Green super light hands
Hybrid movement (automatic and quartz)
100m water resistance / 44mm diameter : RRP 1800 €
V6-44-SA-SQ-LOTUS CUP EUROPE
Black brushed stainless steel case with springs
Skeleton dial / Super light hands & Leather strap
Automatic Swiss movement – 28,800 beats per hour - 25 Ruby Jewel
100m water resistance / 44mm diameter : RRP 4200 €
Contact: BRM@lotrdc.com for details of the full BRM range

BRM - Bernard Richards Manufacture

